
ABSTRACT 

For my diploma thesis I chose the topic of education of nurses in intensive care. In the field of 

nursing education, it was necessary to respond to new trends in the European Union. In recent 

years, the situation in the field of education has changed in many ways. Act No. 201/2017 Coll. 

it has brought a novelty that the credit system of education has been abolished and it is therefore 

possible to conclude that the motivation of nurses to education may have fallen. 

The theoretical part describes the history of intensive care in the world and in the Czech 

Republic. Mentioned is the history of nursing education in intensive care and the history of 

nursing education in the Czech Republic. The next chapter points to the current situation of 

intensive care, the requirements for qualification education of a nurse and the competence of a 

nurse specialist. The possibilities of intensive care education, including lifelong learning, are 

being announced. An integral part is the motivation chapter. 

The main aim of my thesis was to find out the motivation of nurses to specialize in intensive 

care. Subsequently, I then mapped the nurses' motivation to continue their education in lifelong 

learning. 

Research questions were chosen: 

1.What preview do nurses themselves have from intensive care to specialized education? 

2. Are intensive care nurses sufficiently motivated to further lifelong learning? 

3.What type of lifelong learning do nurses in intensive care prefer? 

4. Is there sufficient support from the employer for further education? 

 

For the research I chose the method of quantitative investigation using the own construction 

questionnaires, which took place in the population of nurses working in intensive care in the 

Prague Teaching Hospital and in the Central Bohemian hospital of the city type. 102 

respondents participated in the questionnaire survey. The results of investigations from both 

types of hospitals were compared. 

The research carried out in January and February 2019 showed that nurses considered 

specialized education, which is considered a specialized study and nurses from both hospitals. 

employer for further education. 

I would like to provide the hospital management with the data obtained from the research. The 

results of the survey could contribute to a more targeted motivation of employers in lifelong 

learning for nurses and thus strive for the highest quality of care. Another option is 

 



to publish data in seminars or conferences. 
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